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The unit cell dimensions were derived from the following data: a*, cf, and P were measured on aquàrtz-.calibrated 7 ze.ro-level in excellent agreement with the density 1. 4661 measured by Andreae 9 at 24 0 .
(7) A. Pabst, Am Mineralogist, 42, 664 (1957) ( (8) V. Rosick'r, Z. Krist. , ,5, 473 (1908) .
(9) J. L. Andreae, Z. physik, Chem (Leipzig), 82, 109 (1913) .
The crystal rnorphology corresponds to point group 2/rn... The symmetry of.the X-ray patterns and the systematic absences correspond to space group .P21 /c, and this choice is confirmed by the success of the structure determination. All atoms are in general positions 4(e):
± (x, y, z; x, 1 y, 1+ z). The atomic coordinates are sufficiently special so that2 the pa2tterns also exhibit pseudosymmetry. For example, reflections hOO are absent with ,h odd (up to h = 13), although the inclination of the axes rules out any possibility that this. is a screw-axis extinction.
Determination of the StrUCtULe. The trial structure was derived from Patterson projections of the isornorphous sulfate, selenate, and chrornate. These calculations employed the hk0, h0and 0ic data for the sulfate and selenate, as well as the h0 data of the chrornate. )3ecause
of the ultimate agreement with three-dimensional data for both the sulfate and the chromate, and the independent determination at Utrecht, it seems unnecessary to describe this phase of the work in detail.
Hydrogen atoms were excluded from the structure factor calculations.
Form factors for neutral atoms of oxygen, sodium, and sulfur were 11 taken respectively from Hoerni and Ibers, 10 Berghuis, etal., and
InternationaleTabellen. 12 Each atom was given an independent isoropic temperature factor. Leaat-squares refinements were made with the IBM-650 computer and the "LS-ll" 13 program of Senko and Templeton, with minor changes to adapt it to the monoclinic system. In the final cycles, weighting and the treatment of unobserved reflections were done as 14 described for the last cycles of choline chloride.
Three-dimensional
Fourier functions were calculated with the IBM-701 computer with the program of Dodge, Jones, and Templeton. 15
In this least-squares program, 13 most off-diagonal terms are neglected. In the present case, this procedure failed to give satisfactory
convergence. An inspection of the atomic coordinates listed in Table L Description of the' Structure. In this crystal, each sodium is surrounded by six water molecules at the corners of an irregular octahedronat an average distance of 2.43 A. These octahedra share edges to form strings parallel with the c axis (Fig,l) somewhat like the sodium-water structure in borax, Na 2 B 4 0 7 . 10fI 2 0. 19 In borax, the average, sodium-oxygen distance is 2.42 A. Eight of the ten water molecules in sodium sulfate are involved in these coordination octahedra.
The other two, designated as 10 and 11, are involved only in hydrogen bonding in much the same way as the fifth water molecule of copper sulfate pentahydrate. 20 Hydrogen bonding of water to water and of water to sulfate occurs throughout the structure.
H,ydrogen Bonding. We assign the 20 hydrogen atoms to 20 hydrogen bonds with lengths ranging from 2,75 to 3.00 A. (Table IlL) The water molecules 10, 12, and 14 are bonded to each other and to oxygen atoms of sulfate as shown in Fig. 2 . ,Water molecules 11, 13 and 15 are bonded in a topologically identical though crystallographically unrelated fashion. There is only one way of orienting three water molecules in such a structure so that one hydrogen. atom is in each hydrogen bond, as shown in Fig. 2 . Therefore, we expect no disorder of hydrogen atoms in these bonds. Two each of water molecules 8 and 16 are bonded to each other in rings of four hydrogen bonds, as well as to four oxygen atoms of sulfate, as shown in Fig. 3 . Water molecules 9 and 17 are bonded in a topologically equivalent fashion. Each water molecule must be oriented so that one of its hydrogen atoms is in the bond to the sulfate oxygen.
There remain, however, two ways in which the other hydrogen atom may be oriented in the bonds of the ring. Each ring has just two possible configurations with one hydrogen in each bond ( 
The direction of the sodium atom from a coordinated water molecule is at an angle of 970 or more from any hydrogen bond of that water molecule.
The angles between the four hydrogen bonds of each of the uncoordinated water molecules (10 and 11) range from 950 to 1160 and thus are not far from regular tetraheçlral.
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